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T his issue of The Journal of Nu
clear Medicine includes two
articles (1,2) on what many

would regard as an outmoded tech
nique, limited-angle tomography
with a rotating slant-hole collimator
(RSH). Is there a role for such meth
ods in the age of sophisticated tom
ographic techniques such as SPECT
and PET? Before attempting to an
swer that question, let us take a brief
look at the historical and mathe
matical background.

HISTORICALBACKGROUND

Tomography is one of the oldest
ideas in radiology. The basic con
cept of selecting a plane of interest
by relative motion of source and
detector is apparently due to Bocage
in 1921 (3), but the first practical
demonstration was made by Valle
bona in Italy in 1930 (4). Many
ingenious variations on this theme
were developed over the next half
century, and many different names,
such as planigraphy, stratigraphy
and laminography, were applied.
We shall refer to all of these meth
ods collectively as classical tomog
raphy. The common ingredient in

these methods is that they obtain
depth discrimination by parallax.
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The advent of computed tomog
raphy in the seventies essentially led
to the demise of classical tomogra
phy in diagnostic radiology (though
a few clinical applications remain).
Computed tomography (CT) is su
perior because it completely elimi
nates image information from
planes other than the desired one
(for the simple reason that the radia
tion is confined to that plane). By
contrast, the classical methods
merely blur the undesired planes, as
in a microscope, but do not elimi
nate them. The out-of-focus struc
tures reduce the contrast in the
plane of interest and interfere with
diagnosis. In this discussion, we
shall use the terms computed to
mography and classical tomography
in a broad sense: classical tomogra
phy is any method that blurs unde
sired planes, while computed to
mography eliminates them. It is
clear that CT is preferred over clas
sical methods in diagnostic radiol
ogy today.

In nuclear medicine, the evolu
tion of tomography took a rather
different course. The earliest tomo
graphic system for nuclear mcdi
cine, introduced by Kuhi and Ed
wards(5)in 1963, was in factaCT
system (SPECT, in particular). Clas
sical motion tomography was intro
duced to the field a little later, with
the advent of the Anger tomoscan
ncr (6) in 1966 and the Vanderbilt

tomoscanner (7) in 1969. Many
other methods soon followed,
among them the RSH collimator,
the seven-pinhole aperture, and a
wide variety ofcoded apertures. For
a good review ofthis field, see Koral

(8).

MAThEMATICAL BACKGROUND

To this point we have not intro
duced the term limited-angle tomog
raphy. One definition ofthis term is
by exclusion: a limited-angle tomo
graphic system is one in which the
data collection does not span the full
range of projection angles needed
for accurate image reconstruction.
To apply this definition, we must of
course specify the required full an
gular range. For parallel-beam pro
jections confined to a plane, as in
the first-generation CT scanners, the
full angular range in projection an
gle is 180Â°.The easiest way to see
this is to appeal to the projection
slice theorem, which states that each
projection gives information about
the Fourier transform of the object
along one line through the center of
the two-dimensional (2-D) Fourier
plane. Ifprojections are collected for
all angles over a range of 180Â°,these
lines sweep over the entire 2-D Four
icr plane. Since an object is uniquely
specified by its Fourier transform, it
can thus be reconstructed unambig
uously from projections over a con
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tinuous set of projections spanning
180Â°.Of course, errors are intro
duced by finite angular steps, noise
in the data and detector limitations,
but these effects are not our concern
here.

Having defined the full angular
range, we can now see the effect of
a limited range. If the projection
angles cover a range less than 180Â°,
then there are two vee-shaped re
gions in the 2-D Fourier plane (see
Fig. 1) that are never measured. Ob
ject Fourier components in these re
gions are lost, and artifacts appear
in the reconstructions.

The problem gets more interest
ing in classical tomography or other

methods where the radiation is not
confined to a plane. Then the object
is specified by its three-dimensional

(3-D) Fourier transform, and the
key question is what portion of the
3-D Fourier domain is sampled.

Consider a scintillation camera
with a parallel-hole collimator view
ing a 3-D activity distribution. The

3-D counterpart of the projection
slice theorem says that the 2-D Four
ier transform of each projection is
one plane through the 3-D Fourier
transform of the object, with the
normal to the plane parallel to the
projection direction as defined by
the collimator bores. If the camera
and collimator rotate around the oh
ject as in ordinary SPECT, with the
axis of rotation perpendicular to the
projection direction, then the plane
in Fourier space rotates around a
line contained in the plane, and the
entire 3-D Fourier space is swept
out.

Another way to think of this case
is to consider one stripe on the cam
era face. As the camera rotates
around the patient, this stripe re
ceives radiation from only one slice
in the body, so the problem is math
ematically equivalent to a parallel
beam CT scanner. Activity in that
slice can be reconstructed from pro
jections over 180Â°,and the full 3-D
object can be represented as a set of
parallel slices. With either view
point, it can be seen that a 180Â°

rotation yields a complete data set
for object reconstruction.

The situation is very different if
the axis ofrotation is not perpendic
ular to the projection direction. Ro
tating slant-hole collimators, the
subject of the articles in this issue,
provide an excellent example of this
situation. Again, at each position of
the collimator, a 2-D parallel projec
tion of the 3-D object is measured,
giving information about the object
Fourier transform on a plane in 3-
D Fourier space. In this case, how
ever, the plane in Fourier space ro
tates about a line not contained in
the plane and not all of the Fourier
space is sampled.

The reader can easily demonstrate
the effect by holding a pencil vertical
with its point in contact with a sheet
of cardboard; the cardboard is the
plane in Fourier space, while the
pencil is the axis of rotation. By the
3-D projection-slice theorem, the
projection direction is always per
pendicular to the cardboard. For the
RSH collimator, the cardboard
makes some fixed angle with the
pencil and rotates around it. Con
sider a point in space near the hon
zontal plane through the pencil
point. This point may not lie on the
cardboard at first, but as the card
board rotates, it will eventually in
tersect the point in question. On the
other hand, consider a second point
in space above the cardboard and
near the pencil. This second point
will never be intersected by the ro
tating cardboard, so no information

about that point in the object Four
ier transform will ever be recorded.
A few moments of playing with this
model should convince the reader
that there is an entire double cone
of points that will never be inter
sected by the cardboard. These are
the famous missing cones in Fourier
space (see Fig. 2). They are the 3-D
analog ofthe vee-shaped regions de
scribed above.

The case of conventional SPECT
is represented with the pencil model

by letting the cardboard be initially
parallel to the pencil and in contact

with the shaft. (It helps to imagine
the pencil as having an infinitesimal
thickness.) Then, as the cardboard
rotates around the pencil, all points
in the 3-D space are eventually in
tersected. The cone angle of the
missing cones shrinks to zero in this
case, so all of Fourier space is sam
pled and a good reconstruction can
be obtained.

RECONSTRUCTION
ALGORITHMS

There is a huge literature on the
limited-angle problem, both in 2-D
and in 3-D. For a recent bibliog
raphy, see Rangayyan et al. (9). So
much powerful mathematics has
been brought to bear on this prob
lem that the unwary reader of this
literature might get the idea that it
has been solved in some sense.
There are, fortunately, a few general
principles that we can fall back on
in attempting to wade through the
literature.

The first principle is that there is
no magic filter. No amount of linear
filtering can ever recover Fourier
components that are lost in the data
collection process. A linear filter
simply multiplies each Fourier com
ponent by some factor, but zero re
mains zero.

A corollary principle is that prior
information about the object offers
the only hope of ever filling in the
missing cones. Prior information is
what we know about the object be
fore making the measurements. In
medical imaging, we certainly know
a priori that the object has a finite
spatial extent; after all, the patient
fits into our imaging system. This
knowledge is referred to as a support
constraint, the support being the

spatial region into which the object
is known to fit. We also know that
an activity is inherently a non-neg
ative number, and this knowledge is
called (somewhat loosely) a positiv
ity constraint. Other prior knowl
edge might include some statistical
description of the spatial distribu
tion or knowledge ofthe prior prob
ability of disease.
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credibly sensitive to noise and there
fore virtually useless in practice. The
most convincing demonstration of
this point is found in a classic,
though difficult, paper by Davison
(10).

The positivity constraint seems to
be simultaneously more useful and

more difficult to analyze than the
support constraint. In some cases,
positivity is capable of completely
filling in the missing cones. As an

extreme example, suppose the object
consists ofa single radioactive point.

Attempting to reconstruct this oh
ject from limited-angle data with
any linear filter or linear extrapola
tion method would inevitably intro
duce negative values, contrary to
our prior knowledge. With nonlin
ear iterative algorithms that enforce

agreement with the data and the
prior knowledge, however, an excel
lent reconstruction will be obtained.
There is, unfortunately, no mathe
matical theory that indicates just
how far this approach can be
pushed. We cannot yet quantify how
effective a positivity constraint can

be in compensating for missing data.
Another active area of research is

the use ofstatistical prior knowledge

in Bayesian reconstruction. There is
anecdotal evidence that this method
offers some advantages, but again

little of a quantitative nature.

SOME CAVEATS

The reader familiar with the lit
erature on limited-angle tomogra
phy will surely be able to cite refer
ences that seem to contradict the
first principle above. Many linear
algorithms have been published and
shown to work splendidly on simu
lated data; somehow we never see
the expected follow-up publications
applying them to real clinical data.

There are several ways in which
simulation can deviate markedly

from reality. The most obvious is
noise, which is inevitable with real
data and often neglected in simula
tions. The linear extrapolation
methods have already been men
tioned as examples of algorithms

Measured

FIGURE 1
Illustration of the region in a 2-D Fourier
plane for which measurementsof the
object Fouriertransformare obtained
with 2-0 limited-angle tomography.

The support constraint is a very
interesting one to mathematicians.
It implies that the object Fourier
transform is an analytic function,

which for our purposes means that
the complete function can be extrap

olated from knowledge of it over a
finite domain. In particular, if we
know the Fourier transform over the
measurement region in Figure 1 or
2, we can extrapolate it into the

missing regions. There are straight
forward linear algorithms for this

extrapolation, which would seem to
belie the first principle enunciated
above. On closer examination, how
ever, the principle holds; the extrap
olation methods turn out to be in

FIGURE2
Illustration of the region in the 3-D Four
ierspaceforwhichmeasurementsof the
object Fourier transform are obtained
with classical 3-0 limited-angletomog
raphy.

Missing that are extremely sensitive to noise.
As another general principle, never
trust a noise-free simulation.

Even ifnoise is properly included,
however, the simulation may bear
no resemblance to reality. The next
point to suspect when attempting to
evaluate a simulation study is the
object model. A computer requires
a discrete set of numbers, while real
clinical objects are continuous oh
jects in three dimensions. A corn
mon way of â€œdiscretizingâ€•an object
for simulations is to consider it to
be made up of points or cubes. If a
good reconstruction then results, it
might mean only that the system is

capable of imaging objects made up
of points or cubes, while it would
fail completely with real, continuous
objects. Limited-angle tomography
is especially susceptible to this pit
fall, but the problem can be avoided
by using very fine sampling or con

tinuous mathematics in simulating
the data. The principle: never trust
any simulation that uses the same
object model for producing the data
as for the reconstruction.

Another potential pitfall is that
simulation studies may build in
prior knowledge or assumptions that
are not valid with real objects. Ex
amples include algorithms that re
quire geometric transformations of
the object or that restrict the object
to a narrow range ofgray levels. The
algorithm may work if the postu
lated conditions are satisfied, but
that is small consolation if they are
impossible to satisfy in practice.

ECTOMOGRAPHY

In light of the principles enunci
ated above, how are we to evaluate
the method of ectomography (11,
12) favored by Dale and Bone in the

work reported in this issue? Clearly,
this algorithm works with real data,
so it is immune from the criticism
of simulations. It is, however, a lin
ear filtering method, so it does not
fill in the missing cones. Dale and
Bone are well aware of this point
and do not present ectomography as
a general-purpose algorithm or a

Missing
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research in this direction, we are still
not at the point where precise
quantitative assessments are
possible. The images of Dale and
Bone certainly suggest that their
approach is clinically efficacious in
comparison to planar imaging, but
how are we to make that statement
quantitative? Far more effort on
objective, task-specific assessment of
image quality in realistic clinical
situations is needed, not only for
comparing algorithms and imaging
systems, but also for quantifying the
value of different forms of prior
knowledge. The value of positivity
or support constraints or statistical
prior knowledge can only be
inferred indirectly with current
methods of quality assessment.

Though it appears very unlikely
that limited-angle computed tomo
graphy, in the sense in which we
have defined it, will ever be possible,
it does not follow that limited-angle
methods have no clinical value.
There are some clinical situations,
such as the intensive care unit,
where SPECT is simply impractical.
Moreover, as pointed out by Dale
and Bone, the limited-angle
methods offer a potentially useful
tradeoff between lateral and depth
resolution, with better lateral
resolution than SPECT combined
with a rough depth discrimination
absent in planar imaging. The
challenge of the nineties is to
enhance that capability by optimal
data acquisition and effective use of
prior information and to determine,
objectively and quantitatively, when
it is useful.

Harrison H. Barrett
University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona
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quantitative one. Rather, they stress

the potential resolution advantages
of the RSH collimator and suggest
that ectomography might be an ef
fective algorithm to use with it in
some clinical situations. Their con
tribution is a valuable first step in
the clinical evaluation of this corn
bination.

Among linear filtering algo
rithms, ectomography is a rather
sensible one. Its effect in the Fourier
domain is illustrated in Figure 3,
adapted from Knutsson et al. (12).
There is no attempt to fill in the
missing cones; instead, the Fourier
components far from the equatorial
plane are suppressed by the filter.
Within the pancake region that the
algorithm attempts to restore, only
a small notch is missing. The result
is a system with very limited depth
resolution, but with few artifacts and
good in-plane resolution (1,2). We
classify ectomography as classical
tomography since object structures
from a substantial range of depths
contribute to the reconstruction of
any plane of interest.

Ectomography is thus a less am
bitious algorithm than many pur
sued in the limited-angle field. It
remains content to produce classical
tomograms with a modicum of
depth discrimination rather than at
tempting to emulate CT and fill in
the missing cones by use of ques
tionable prior information. The im
ages produced by Dale and Bone are
an indication that this limited goal

is more likely to prove clinically use
ful than the more ambitious (and
probably unattainable) one of pro
ducing true computed tomograms
from limited-angle data.

On the other hand, ectomography
is not yet the ideal algorithm, even
for this limited goal. It does not in
corporate any prior knowledge, even
the positivity constraint, and it does
not yield images that are consistent
with the measured data. Further de
velopment within the framework of
classical tomography is certainly
possible.

OUTLOOKFOR THE NINETIES

Algorithmic research per se,
which has dominated the field of
limited-angle tomography in the
seventies and eighties, does not
appear likely to produce great
advances in the nineties. The most
critical ingredient in image quality
is the type and quality of the data
collected. Beyond that, the kind of
prior information incorporated is
also very important, but the
algorithm itself is far less important.
Any two algorithms that intel
ligently use the same data and the
same prior information will
probably have very nearly the same
objective clinical value.

A pressing need in this field, and
indeed in all ofmedical imaging and
image science, is a good way of
quantifying image quality in terms
of clinical efficacy. In spite of much
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dependent on the total dose of 6.2 rads.
E. Therapeuticabortionshouldbe advised.

3. Medical radiation doses to the public average about
100 mrems/year/person. Which one of the following
statementsiscorrectconcerningthe needto reduce
medical doses even further?
A. Thereisnoneedto reducedosesfurther

because the doses are only 2% of the legal
occupational dose limit.

B. Dosesshouldbe reducedfurther,becausenon
stochastic effects can be seen after many years
of exposureat thesedose levels.

C. TheU.S.Congressmandateda federaleffortto
reduce medical doses in the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954.

D. Thecollectivedoseisquitehighandofconcern
on a population-wide basis.

E. Theonlyrealconcernisdosefromnuclear
medicine procedures, because of the internal
deposition of the radioactive material.

(continued from page 1661)

2. A 30-year-oldmarriedwoman had a 10-yearhistory
of ulcerative colitis. Periodic barium enemas were
performed to monitor her disease and to look for the
presence of maligancy. Her most recent barium
enema was judged to be suboptimal and the
examination was repeated 3 weeks later.The patient
wassubsequentlyfoundto be pregnant(2 weeksat
the time of the first barium enema). The radiation
dose to the embryo from each procedurewasai rads
(0.031Gy). Which one of the following statements is
correct?
A. Thelikelihoodofa radiation-inducedcongenital

abnormality in the child is negligible.
B. Thereisa highriskofmentalretardationinthe

child.
C. Thereisa highriskonlyforskeletalanomalies

inthechild.
D. Thelikelihoodofcongenitalabnormalitiesis

ITEM 1: Hormesis
ANSWER c
The effects on humans of large radiation doses delivered
at high dose-ratesare relativelywell known, i.e.,the shape
of the doseâ€”responsecurve is well-defined. In contrast,
the effects that might resultfrom exposure to small doses
of radiation in a protracted, low dose-rate pattern are not
known with any degree of certainty. This lack of certainty
regardingthe effectsof radiationat low dosesand low
dose-rates is largely due to the fact that the effects are
likelyto be identicalto thosecausedby any numberof
other agents,such as toxic chemicals and chronic tobacco
use. If a radiation effect is to be observed, it must occur
with sufficientfrequency in the irradiated population that
this frequency of occurrence can be distinguished from
the normal â€œbackgroundâ€•incidence of the effect. In the
absence of large-scale epidemiologic studies involving
hundreds of thousands or even millions of individuals
exposedto small doses of radiation abovethe background
level, the derivation of a doseâ€”responsecurve in the low
dose region requires extrapolation from the dose
response curve derived from high dose data. It is this
extrapolation that introduces the uncertainty and
controversy.

Aadiation protection regulations must be written in a
conservative manner, such that exposure to the doses
permitted in the regulations does not lead to significant
excess risk to the exposed person. Because the few data

points that exist betweenthe high-doseregion of the
doseâ€”responsecurve and the zero-dose axis are
scattered and do not have an exact geometrical
relationshipto each other,a mathematicalmodelmust
be assumed and employed to complete the dose
response curve in this region. The model currentl
enjoying favor among national and international scienti -
icadvisorybodiesisthe linearâ€”quadraticmodel,inwhich
the lowest-doseregion behaves accordingto a linear
model ofshallow slope and the remainder ofthe low-dose
region behaves according to a quadratic model. This
model agrees reasonably well with the sparse experi
mental and epidemiologicdata and with the increased
body of radiobiologic data that shows that the ability of
a livingsystemto repairlow-dosedamagemaybegreater
than previouslythought. The linear model is preferred by
regulatoryagencies,suchasthe U.S.NuclearRegulatory
Commission. This model connects a straight line from the
bottomend ofthe high-doseresponsecurveto the zero
dose/zero-effectinterceptofthe curve.It isconsideredto
besuitablyconservativebytheregulatorycommunityand
bythe overwhelming majority ofthe scientific community.
A minorityof scientistsinsiststhat a supralinearmodel
fits the data just as well as the other two models.The
supralinear model postulates thatthe effects of radiation
perremat lowdosesaremoreseverethanathighdoses,
so that the doseâ€”responsecurve is elevatedabovethe

(continued on page 1748)
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